Abstract. We show that chemical kinetics relations can be used to describe processes that involve binding and dissociation reactions that take place on surfaces. From a mathematical perspective, the problem we study is a singular limit of a reaction-diffusion system in which one of the variables concentrates on a lower-dimensional set in the limit, while the other continues to diffuse in a fixed domain. A natural way to model surface reactions is to adapt the standard chemicalkinetics approach used for reactions occurring in volumes. This means that the binding rate for surface reactions is assumed to be proportional to the product of the volumetric concentration of the reactant at the surface and the surface concentration of the binding sites [18, 20] . There is a methodological problem with this approach, however, since chemical-kinetics relations are usually derived under the assumption that reactions take place in a volume, in which the two reactants are well mixed.
Introduction.
Numerous biological processes involve binding and dissociation reactions that take place on surfaces. For example, in antibody-antigen interactions, antibodies immobilize and agglutinate infectious agents by binding to specific receptors located on the surface of antigens [1, 19, 22] . Additional examples include the binding of proteins to cell membranes either to initiate transduction of external signals into the cell (signal transduction) or to open the ion channels of the membrane (see, e.g., [18] ); the binding of microbiological cultures to attachment sites on the inner walls of flow reactors [12] ; and the phenomenon of surface plasmon resonance, which involves interactions of biopolymers with various ligands [13] .
A natural way to model surface reactions is to adapt the standard chemicalkinetics approach used for reactions occurring in volumes. This means that the binding rate for surface reactions is assumed to be proportional to the product of the volumetric concentration of the reactant at the surface and the surface concentration of the binding sites [18, 20] . There is a methodological problem with this approach, however, since chemical-kinetics relations are usually derived under the assumption that reactions take place in a volume, in which the two reactants are well mixed.
Our goal here is to justify the use of chemical-kinetics relations for reactions that take place on surfaces. To do so, we will first construct a volumetric model in which the binding sites, and hence also the binding and dissociation reactions, take place in a narrow volumetric layer around the surface. We will then show that as the width of the binding sites layer shrinks to zero, the volumetric model reduces to a surface model, in which binding sites are located on the surface, and for which the reactions are still described by chemical-kinetics relations.
From a mathematical perspective, the problem we study is a singular limit of a reaction-diffusion system. The problem here differs from the widely studied case of thin domains (see, e.g., [10] ) in that here only one of the variables concentrates on a lower-dimensional set in the limit, while the other continues to diffuse in a fixed domain.
In this study we analyze the problem of chemical kinetics on surfaces in the context of a mathematical model for a novel in-vivo imaging technique for identifying and locating cancerous tumors, which are sphere-like, isolated, three-dimensional objects, with a smooth boundary.
1 This model consists of a diffusion equation in the volume surrounding the tumor, and binding and dissociation reactions that take place on the tumor surface. We note, however, that the methodology developed in this study, namely, the study of "surface models" as the limit of "volumetric models," can be applied to other models that involve binding and dissociation reactions on surfaces. Moreover, our approach may also be relevant to problems in combustion (e.g., burning of coal) in which the reactions take place between one or more species (e.g., coal) that are confined to narrow regions near the reactor boundaries and other species that are free to diffuse over larger domains (e.g., oxygen) [2] .
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we construct two mathematical models, a surface model and a volumetric model. In section 3 we present a heuristic derivation of the surface model from the volumetric model. This is done by taking the limit as the width of the volumetric layer tends to zero while assuming that the limits of the concentrations exist in appropriate senses. For further clarity, we consider only the radially symmetric case. In section 4 we rigorously prove that solutions of the volumetric model converge to those of the surface model, without assuming radial symmetry. Finally, in section 5 we comment briefly on the possibility of extending our results to other models.
Mathematical models.
2.1. Fluorophore-antibody imaging. Our interest in this problem originated from the need to model a novel in-vivo imaging technique for identifying and locating cancerous tumors [11] . This method is based on one of the immune system responses to tumors, which is the concentration of white blood cells, known as T cells, around the tumor. These T cells have receptors which are specific to some antibodies of the immune system. The imaging technique involves selecting an antibody with high specificity to T cells [3] , artificially conjugating it with a fluorescent marker compound, and injecting the fluorescenated antibodies into the suspected tumor area [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . After some time, the fluorescenated antibodies, hereinafter denoted markers, will diffuse away from the tumor area, except for those that are bound to the T cell receptors around the tumor. Hence, when an external laser excitation is applied, the fluorescence of the markers indicates the location of the tumor.
The mathematical model that we use to describe the method of fluorophoreantibody imaging involves diffusion of markers in the tissue, binding of markers to T cells receptors (binding sites), and dissociation of markers that are already bound to sites. The methodology developed in this study can, however, be extended to more complex models that allow for diffusion of markers into the tissue area, advection effects, etc.
To simplify the presentation, in this section we assume that the tumor is the radially symmetric ball 0 ≤ r < r tumor , where r is the radial distance from the tumor center. The assumption of radial symmetry is reasonable for young, small-size tumors. Our results, however,are also valid for more advanced tumors, which are half-spheres or isolated, three-dimensional lumps, so long that their boundary remains smooth (see section 4). For simplicity we also assume that the initial markers distribution is radially symmetric.
2.2.
The surface model. We first develop a surface model in which the T cell binding sites are located on the tumor surface (see Figure 1 ). In the tissue area, the motion of the markers is governed by the diffusion equation
where M (r, t) is the volumetric concentration of the free (i.e., unbound) markers, and D is the diffusion coefficient of markers in the tissue. The initial condition for (1) is
where M 0 (r) is the initial concentration of markers.
Let us assume that chemical-kinetics relations can be used to model the reactions that take place on a surface. Then the free sites concentration at the tumor surface (r = r tumor ) is governed by the equation
where S(t) denotes the free sites concentration, k are the binding and dissociation rate constants, respectively, and S tot is the total concentration of sites, both free and occupied. Equation (3) shows that the free sites concentration increases as a result of dissociation of marker-site complexes and decreases as a result of binding of free markers to binding sites. The dissociation rate is linearly proportional to the bound sites concentration, [S tot − S(t)]. Under the assumption of chemical kinetics, the binding rate is linearly proportional to the concentration of free binding sites, S(t), and also linearly proportional to the concentration of free markers on the tumor boundary, M (r tumor , t).
We assume that before the injection of markers (i.e., at t = 0), all binding sites are unoccupied, so the initial condition for the sites equation is given by the total sites concentration S tot , i.e.,
We now derive the boundary conditions for the markers at the tumor boundary. Markers may be either free (i.e., in the tissue area) or bound (to T cell binding sites). If we assume that a single marker binds to a single site, then the concentration of bound markers on the surface equals S tot − S(t). In view of the fact that the total area of the tumor surface is 4πr 
provided that the concentration of markers decays sufficiently rapidly at large distances so that they have no flux at infinity. Upon substituting in the value of
∂S(t) ∂t
from (3) we find that the boundary condition at the tumor surface is given by
2.3. The volumetric model. As mentioned in the introduction, there is a methodological problem with the surface model since we used chemical-kinetics relations to model surface reactions; see (3) . In order to avoid this problem, we now adopt a different approach and assume that the T cell binding sites are located in a narrow volumetric layer around the tumor (see Figure 2 ). This approach also has a physiological justification. Indeed, data collected in histological staining experiments show that T cells are not located strictly on the tumor surface but rather in a thin volumetric layer around the tumor (see Figure 3) . The existence of a layer of T-lymphocytes (CD3 positive cells) around the tumor was also reported in, e.g., [4, 25] .
Let ε denote the width of the volumetric layer in which binding sites are located. Then the volume density S ε tot (r) of total binding sites vanishes identically for r > r tumor + ε, i.e.,
Of course this implies that the density S ε (t, r) of free binding sites also vanishes for r > r tumor + ε.
The equation of evolution for the concentration M ε (t, r) of free markers now takes the form and k vol d are the volumetric model binding and dissociation rate constants, respectively. The first term on the right is the diffusion term, the second term describes the dissociation of marker-site complexes, and the third term describes the creation of these complexes. Note that in contrast to (3), there is no problem with using chemical-kinetics relations.
The rate of change of the free sites concentration is derived using chemical-kinetics relations, as was done for (3) of the surface model, yielding
The only difference is that now these reactions take place in a volumetric layer rather than on a surface as in the previous model.
As in the surface model, we assume that at time t = 0 all the binding sites are unoccupied. Therefore, the initial condition for the free sites concentration is given by
The initial distribution of markers will be assumed to be the same as for the surface model:
independently of ε. We also assume that markers cannot diffuse into the tumor. Therefore, at the tumor surface we impose the no-flux boundary condition
3. Heuristic justification of the surface model from the volumetric model. We now show, under some scientifically natural assumptions, that as the width ε of the binding sites layer goes to zero the volumetric model reduces to the surface model.
As already mentioned, we assume that both models have the same initial distribution of markers, and that in both models all the sites are unoccupied at time t = 0. We also assume that both models have the same total number of sites, i.e., Finally, we assume that as ε tends to zero both the concentration M ε (r, t) of markers in the volumetric model and the radial integral of the concentration S ε (r, t) of free sites in that model tend to definite values. In other words, we assume that
exist. Furthermore, we assume that in the region r > r tumor those equations may be differentiated and integrated as often as needed, and that the order of the resulting derivatives, integrals, and limits may be freely interchanged. 
and
the latter of which may also be expressed as Similarly, since
it follows from (7) plus (14) that
and (17)- (19) imply further that
We now show that for r > r tumor and t ≥ 0, (15)- (16) (1)- (4), (6) . Integrating both sides of (9) and taking the limit as ε → 0 gives
Combining the above with (14) , (17) , and (19) gives
which corresponds to (3) .
Similarly, in light of (14), (17) , and (19) the limit ε → 0 of the volumetric markers equation (8) yields
which is the analogue of (1).
From (10), (13), and (14) it follows that
More simply, (11) plus (14) implies
These two equations correspond to (4) and (2). Finally, we derive the boundary condition for M 0 at r = r tumor . In contrast to the assumed differentiability of the limits (14) for r > r tumor , on the boundary we must expect that Indeed, although we assume, as in the surface model, that the markers cannot diffuse into the tumor, the existence of binding sites on the boundary effectively results in "disappearance" of markers at r = r tumor . Hence, in the surface model the boundary r = r tumor is absorbing.
To derive the correct boundary condition there, we first note that the conservation law for the total number of markers may be written as t) ] are the concentrations of free and bound markers, respectively. Taking the limit as ε → 0 and using (14) , (17) , and (19) gives
Therefore, by (14) , (21), (20) , and a calculation similar to (5) we get
in accordance with (6).
Rigorous justification of the surface model from the volumetric model.
We now present a rigorous derivation of the surface model as the limit of the volumetric model. Unlike in sections 2 and 3, we do not make the assumption of radial symmetry.
Equations and results.
When radial symmetry is not assumed we may write the equations governing the concentrations of unbound markers M ε and unoccupied sites S ε in the volumetric model in the form
Here x is a vector in R d for some d > 1 and S ε tot (x) is the total concentration of sites, which depends only on x since the sites are still assumed to remain stationary. Equations (22)- (23) are to hold in a smooth domain Ω in R d whose inner surface ∂ i Ω is the boundary of the region occupied by the tumor. In order to reduce the technical complications we will assume that Ω is bounded, and its outer boundary, far from the tumor, will be denoted ∂ o Ω. See Figure 4 . However, the case when Ω is the entire exterior of the tumor surface ∂ i Ω could also be treated; in particular, the theorem on invariant regions (Theorem 3 below) is still valid in that case.
The total concentration of sites is clearly nonnegative, i.e., The boundary condition for M ε is
which means that markers do not leave the region Ω. The initial conditions are
which means that all sites are originally unoccupied, and
Furthermore, we will assume that
i.e., that initial locations of the markers and sites do not overlap. Physically this is another expression of the assumption that time zero occurs before the sites start to become occupied, since if the marker and site locations overlapped at time zero, then some sites would have become occupied before then. Mathematically it avoids having an initial layer in which the site-occupation reaction would quickly reduce the size of the reaction term down to order one.
The local-in-time existence of a unique solution to (22)- (23), (27)- (29) can be obtained via the method of [23] , by substituting the Green's function for the Neumann boundary value problem for u t = DΔu in place of the whole-space Green's function in [23, eq. (2.7)]. Furthermore, the uniform bounds on the solution obtained in the next subsection imply that solution exists for all positive time.
The equations for the surface model are
on the inner boundary ∂ i Ω bounding the tumor region, (27) on the outer boundary ∂ o Ω, and
on the inner boundary ∂ i Ω. Although the existence of solutions to the surface model could be obtained by an appropriate adaptation of the method used for the volumetric model, we will obtain existence here as a by-product of our convergence result.
Our main result is that solutions of the volumetric model converge to those of the boundary model as the parameter ε tends to zero.
be the solution of (22)- (23) and (27) In the next subsection we will prove some uniform bounds that will be used in the subsequent subsection to take the limit as ε → 0. Those uniform bounds also imply an upper bound for the fraction of sites that are occupied at any time.
Theorem 2. The ratio
of occupied sites to total sites is never more than
Uniform estimates.

Invariant regions.
In order to be able to take the limit of the solutions as ε → 0, we need certain uniform bounds on those solutions. Some of the required bounds follow from the theory of invariant domains. See [24, Chap. 14] for an introduction and references. The version we will apply, in which the hypotheses have been weakened somewhat, is the following special case of [21, Thm. 3] .
Theorem 3. Assume that the following hold: The region that we wish to show to be invariant for (22)- (23) depends on x, as will be apparent below, so Theorem 3 does not apply directly. That theorem could be extended to the case of x-dependent invariant regions either by using the fact that the S-component does not diffuse or via the approach of [15] . However, it will in any case be convenient to transform our system via
which yields equations whose invariant sets will not depend on x. Although S ε tot (x) vanishes in much of the domain Ω, which makes R ε (0, x) undefined, the initial condition (28) implies that R ε (0, x) ≡ 1 where S ε tot (x) is nonzero, so the initial data for R ε extend naturally to
The initial data
for N ε are obtained directly from those of M via the transformation (37). In terms of the new variables N ε and R ε , system (22)- (23) becomes
The boundary condition (27) 
) points left and down at points above the curve R ε = 1 N ε , and up and to the right below that curve. For
at the upper left and lower right corners, and so points inwards everywhere on the boundary of that rectangle, except at those corners, where it vanishes. Since M 0 (x) ≥ 0, the initial data (39) for N ε satisfy N ε (0, x) ≥ 1, while the initial data for R ε are identically one. Thus, the initial data lie in the rectangle (43). Now apply Theorem 3.
Translating the bounds (43) back into the original variables (M ε , S ε ) yields Theorem 2.
In order to obtain convergence of solutions as ε → 0 it is necessary to obtain estimates for derivatives as well. However, since S ε tot (x) and its derivatives are not uniformly bounded, it is not convenient to estimate the evolution of spatial derivatives of N ε . But S ε tot (x) is independent of time, so we can obtain estimates for time derivatives; a spatial estimate will then be obtained by using the theory of elliptic PDEs.
Lemma 5. Let N ε and R ε satisfy the conditions of Lemma 4. Suppose in addition that condition (30) holds and that for someb ± ,
difference of (55) for R 1 and R 2 yields d dt
Since both R 1 and N 2 are bounded and strictly positive, the elementary inequality −c 1 x 2 + c 2 xy − c 3 y 2 ≤ c 4 y 2 allows us to reduce (60) to
Since N ≡ 0 and R ≡ 0 initially, (61) shows that they remain zero for all time.
We are finally ready to prove the main result in terms of the original variables M ε and S ε . Proof of Theorem 1. Lemma 12 implies the convergence of N ε and R ε to N and R holds without restricting to a subsequence. Upon transforming back to the variable M , (53) becomes (31). In view of the uniform convergence of R ε , (26) implies the convergence of (34) to S 0 tot R, so (54)-(55) yield (32)-(33). The convergence of the initial data is obtained similarly.
Possible extensions.
In this study we have aimed to give both heuristic and rigorous justifications for using the laws of chemical kinetics to describe binding and dissociation reactions that take place on surfaces. Our results were obtained, however, for a specific model involving a single reaction taking place on the boundary, with purely diffusive dynamics away from the boundary. Furthermore, a more realistic model of the fluorophore-antibody-based imaging studied here should also include advection effects to account for the continuous drainage of the interstitial fluid. Other chemical and biological systems involve more complicated interactions, possibly including several reactions on the boundary. To what extent can our methods be applied in these more general situations?
Since both our heuristic and rigorous analyses implicitly or explicitly require uniform bounds on reaction concentrations or ratios, our methods seem to require the presence of an invariant region for the reaction dynamics. Models of a variety of chemical and biological systems for which the existence of such regions have been deduced or assumed have been studied [14, 16, 17] .
Additional restrictions must be placed on reactants that concentrate at the boundary surface. First, the reaction terms must be at most linear in those reactants. In terms of our heuristic analysis, this condition arises because the volumetric concentrations of those reactants tend to Dirac delta functions, which makes superlinear functions of those concentrations diverge to infinity even when considered in the sense of distributions. In our rigorous analysis linearity is needed in order for the second change of variables in (37) to be helpful.
That reaction terms be at most linear in "surface" reactants seems to be a necessary condition for our results to hold, rather than a technical limitation. The presence of a superlinear growth term would make the reaction blow up as the reactant concentrates at the boundary, while superlinear decay terms would make reactions disappear in the limit.
Our methods can accommodate advection terms involving the "volumetric" reactants that do not concentrate at the boundary (e.g., advection of markers). Note, however, that our analysis does not apply to models that allow for advection or even diffusion of the "surface" reactants. Indeed, such advection or diffusion terms would change the model substantially, since they would cause the "surface" reactants to leave the region near the boundary.
